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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROB ABLE CONSEQUENCES h
O 2 | 0,7-33-79-64) On 5/21/79, the auxilf 4ry feedtrater (AFW) suction pressure switches |

|O13; | PSL107C, PSL4928B and PSL4930A were found inoperable and the pressure setpoints of |_
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|0|s| | erances. The station was in Mode 5 at the time of occurrence and throughout the |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
L1_j0_) | Component failure and instrument drift are the apparent causes of the inoperability. |

1 1 | Further investination showed the cause. to be the permeating of the fluid through the |

i 7 | diaphragm material. This allowed the corrosion of the piston, Under FCR 79-293, the|

ital' switches were replaced with those having a stainless steel diaphragm material. |
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-79-64

DATE OF EVENT: May 21, 1979 -

FACILITY: Davis-Besse Unit 1 |

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE: Failure of Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Suction Pres-
cure Switches

Conditions Prior to Occurrence: The unit was in Mode 5, with Power (MWT) = 0, and
Load (Gross MWE) = 0.

Description of Occurrence: During performance of Maintenance Work Order IC-269-79
en May 21, 1979 to satisfy surveillance requirements of Technical Specification
4.7.1.2.d, it was discovered that the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) suction pressure
switches PSL-107C, PSL-492dB, and PSL-4930A would not actuate to their desired
positions. In addition, during performance of this same maintenance work order,
it was discovered that the AFU suction pressure switches PSL-4929A, PSL-4929B,*

and PSL-4931A would actuate at a pressure below the specified tolerances. Specific

information on each pressure switch is provided on the attached tabulation. All of
the switches were manufactured by Static-O-Ring, model numbers 12V2-E4-TTLLX3 and
6V2-E5-TTX4.

The station was in Mode 5 at the time of the occurrence and throughout the correc-
tive action. This incident is being reported as documentation of a component failure.

Designation of Apparent Cause of Occurrence: The cause of the occurrence is component
The three switches whichfailure possibly due to vibration of the pressure switches.

would not actuate, even with 0 psig applied, were removed and a bench calibration was
attempted. Although the switches co.sid be adjusted to the required setpoint, subse-
quent calibration checks indicated that the actuation setpoint could not be repeated.

The setpoints of the remaining three failed switches had drif ted outside of the speci-
fied tolerance. , ,

Further investigation after_a similar event on July 7, 1979 determined the cause to be
the permeating of the feedwater fluid (demineralized water with ammonia added for pH:1
control) through the thin BunaN diaphragm onto the aluminum piston causing the piston
to corrode severely. This required a change to a stainelss steel diaphragm material.

Analysis of Occurrence: There was no danger to the health and safety of the public-

cr to station personnel. PSL-107C, AFFT #2 Steam Inlet is one of four such switches.
The logic behind their actuarier. is two out of four, and with this ovitch' inoperable,
the logic would not have been rendered inoperable. Of the remaining five defective
switches, two were associated with AFP #1 suction pressure, and three were associatedI

with AFP #2 suction pressure. On AFP #1, PSL-4928A&B measure "before strainer
cuction ressure" and PSL-4930A&B measure "after strainer suction pressure". On

'

&B the logic is such that either the "A" cy; "B" switch will provide the
PSL-493
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10LEDO EDISON COMPANY
D,WIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE

PAGE 2
SUPPLEMEhTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-79-64

intended safety function. Since PSL-4930B actuated within the specified tol-
erance, the equipment would have operated as required. On AFP #2, PSL-4929A&B
neasure "before strainer suction pressure" and PSL-4931A&B measure "af ter
strainer suction pressure". In che case of PSL 4931A&B switches, the "B" switch

actuated within its specified tolerance; therefore, the equipment would have per-
formed the intended safety function. The "before strainer suction" pressure
evitches PSL-4929A&B both did actuate, however, PSL-492T A actuated at 2.47 psig
instead of the minimum allowed 2.8 psig and PSL-4929B actuated at 1.55 psig instead .
of the minimum allowed 2.8 psig.

Therefore, AFP l-1 operation could have been affected by the defective pressure
swi tches. AFP 1-2 would have operated properly except if the normal condensate
tank supply to the AFW Pump 1-2 had failed, the automatic transfer to the service
water supply would have transferred at 1.55 psig instead of the minimum allowed
2.8 psig.

AFP l-2 would have provided the . required supply of feedwater to the steam genera-
tors if the normal supply of conder. sate had failed. Also, the monthly performance*

of ST 5071.01, "AFW Monthly Test",wher. the unit was in operation, verified that both
AFP suctions were automatically transf erred upon a loss of nornal condensate supply.

Corrective Action: On May 22,1979., PSL-4929A, PSL-4929B, and PSL-4931A were~

recalibrated to within tolerance under Maintenance Work Order IC-269-79. The
-

remaining three pressure switches PSL-4930A, PSL-4928B, and PSL-107C were replaced
under Haintenance Work Order IC-272-79. Surveillance Test ST 5071.01, " Auxiliary
Feedwater Monthly Test" will be performed to prove operability of the pressure
gwitches prior to the unit startup.*

'l Facility Change Request 79-293 was implemented on August 31, 1979 which replaced'

eight auxiliary feedwater pump suction pressure switches with switches that have
stainless steel diaphragms and pressure ports. This precluded the permeation of the

| Inpressure sensing diaphragm and subsequent corrosion / oxidation of the pistons.) addition, Maintenance Instruction Il-011 was written to delineate the method used
|

to ensure that the microswitch overtravel has not shif ted both on new switches (bench
calibration) and installed switches.

f

This isThere have been no previously reported similar occurrences.i

Failure Data:
the first time the calibration check has been performed since the setpoints on these
switches were established.
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* 5 Ibk$gIMMEDIATE AS LEFT
SWITCil NAME NUMBER DPSIRED SETPOINT AS FOUND READING CORRECTIVE ACTION READING g*mg

Am
AFPT #2 Inlet PSL-107C 9.0 1 1.0 psig would not actuate replaced 9.01 psig hpg
Steam Pressure (decreasing) with 0 psig switch (decreasing) pMg

applied gyu
nnn
M M .9AFP #1 Before PSL-4928B 3.3 1 0.5 psig would not actuate replaced 3.29 psig ypq

Strainer Suction (decreasing) with 0 psig switch (decreasing) y W P.
Prassure applied gg4

0 ?b
m"

AFP #1 After PSL-4930A 1.0 1 0.5 psig would not actuate replaced 1.00 psig gm
Strainer Suction (decreasing) dith 0 psig switch (decreasing) h
Pressure applied hg

.z
IE

isFP #2 Before - PSL-4929A 3.3 1 0.5 psig 2.47 psig recalibrated 3.33 psig wg
Strainer Suction (decreasing) (decreasing) switch (decreasing) Lo
Prassure y[

$

AFP #2 Before PSL-4929B 3.3 0.5 psig 1.55 psig recalibrated 3.19 psig

Strainer Suction (decreasing) (decreasing) switch (decreasing)

Pressure

AFP #2 After PSL-4931A 1.0 1 0.5 psig would not actuate recalibrated 0.95 psig

Strainer Suction - (decreasing) with 0 poig switch (decreasing)
Pressure applied
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